Functional complementation reveals the importance of intermolecular monomer interactions for Helicobacter pylori VacA vacuolating activity.
The Helicobacter pylori vacuolating cytotoxin (VacA) induces degenerative vacuolation of sensitive mammalian cell lines. Although evidence is accumulating that VacA enters cells and functions from an intracellular site of action, the biochemical mechanism by which VacA mediates cellular vacuolation has not been established. In this study, we used functional complementation and biochemical approaches to probe the structure of VacA. VacA consists of two discrete fragments, p37 and p58, that are both required for vacuolating activity. Using a transient transfection system, we expressed genetically modified forms of VacA and identified mutations in either p37 or p58 that inactivated the toxin. VacA with an inactivating single-residue substitution in the p37 domain [VacA (P9A)] functionally complemented a second mutant form of VacA with an inactivating two-residue deletion in the p58 domain [VacA Delta(346-347)]. VacA (P9A) and VacA Delta(346-347) also co-immunoprecipitated from vacuolated monolayers, supporting the hypothesis that these two inactive mutants associate directly to function in trans. p37 and p58 interact directly when expressed as separate fragments within HeLa cells, suggesting that p37-p58 inter-actions facilitate VacA monomer associations. Collectively, these results support a model in which the active form of VacA requires assembly into a complex of two or more monomers to elaborate toxin function.